About Federal Title 12 USC 95a and b2 - Who owns
your property?

By Anna Von Reitz
I have read 12 USC 95a and b2 and all I see is the usual duplicitous lawyer-speak in
which they offer a last minute used car salesman pitch---- the essence of the offer is,
give us everything and we will pay your debts during your lifetime. After you die, our
corporation owns your land and home and etc.,etc., in perpetuity.
Now I want to point out that this offer is being made by a bankrupt entity and the
only way that they can possibly pay your bills during your lifetime is by selling your
interest in your property. I also want to point out that you don't own things in the
way that you think you do or that they claim you do. Every land asset is actually held
in trust by the United Colonies of America, not any version of "United States" or
"United States of America".
I also want to point out that although there have been some "exchanges" based on
12 USC 95a and b2, etc., two fools claiming to own and transfer interest in Florida
Real Estate does not any actual Florida Real Estate make. It just makes the overall
swindle more contentious and interesting.
No, the IMPORTANT part of 12 USC 95a is in the "afterthought" phrase referring to
how we may "otherwise" direct our affairs. This is admission that we don't have to
deal with them or adhere to their "System" and it also implies that you don't have to
give up any interest in your property in order to have the basic "public" services all
paid for. This was in fact part of the "New Deal" the Roosevelt Administration offered
and never made good on.
Instead the whole business was misadministered with all the claims of ownership of
your property being made by them and no benefit being realized by you. This is part
and parcel of what needs to be cleaned up now--- claims against the "Trustees" who
administered the bankruptcy and against those responsible for this continuing state
of affairs wherein "laws" of defunct corporations (all Federal Titles are exactly that)
continue to masquerade as law pertaining to Americans or having affect upon us and
our property interests.
These are fraudulent claims, people. You never knowingly agreed to it. Your parents
never knowingly agreed to it. The non-consent to this "New Deal" voids it in
commerce and serves as your protection. Why on Earth would you give that

protection AND your property away to the same goons who have sought to defraud
you and your grandparents and parents?
Just say, "No"----and "otherwise direct" your future.
Always bear in mind that what you are dealing with is a governmental services
corporation not a lawful government. They are under contract to provide
"services"--- which they are eager to promote and sell as any other vendor of any
other service. Hold their "offers" in the same degree of skepticism as you would hold
an offer from Fast Eddy's Suck and Shine.
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